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“Asian yuppies…are always looking for something new and different”: creating a tobacco culture among young Asians

J Knight, S Chapman

Objective: To identify and analyse the themes employed by the Asian based transnational tobacco companies to construct a tobacco culture among Asian young men and women. 

Methods: Systematic review of relevant tobacco industry documents made public through the Master Settlement Agreement. 

Results: The industry utilised six vehicles and themes to construct a tobacco culture in Asia: music, entertainment (including nightclubs, discos, and movies), adventure, sport (including motorsports, soccer, and tennis), glamour (beauty and fashion), and independence. 

Conclusions: The tobacco industry set about constructing a tobacco culture that sought to make smoking desirable, even normal, for young men and women. Understanding the way industry constructed this culture provides insights into ways that culture might now be challenged. Countering the transnational nature of many activities will require coordinated effort at the international, regional, and national levels. Implementation of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) will be a powerful tool in this process. All nations throughout Asia are encouraged to support the FCTC and its broad protocols addressing advertising and sponsorship. Measures are also required to disassociate smoking from progress in sex equality.

Smoking in Asia has traditionally been a male activity; cigarettes were of low quality and made by inefficient state owned monopolies which bothered little about advertising and marketing strategies. Over the past 20–30 years enormous changes have occurred, altering substantially this traditional profile.

The threat of section 301 sanctions from the US Government1 in Japan (1986), Taiwan (1986), South Korea (1988), and Thailand (1990), the rapid growth in the free markets of Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia, and the easing of trade restrictions in countries such as China, Vietnam, and Myanmar (formally Burma) saw the widespread introduction of American cigarettes throughout Asia. Along with the cigarettes came sophisticated advertising, large scale marketing campaigns, and milder cigarettes. Smoking rates among young men and women have risen despite traditionally low rates and (particularly for women) strong cultural taboos (based on established customs and socio-religious constraints which prevented many women from smoking).

In Taiwan, for example, the rate of female teenage smokers rose from 5% in 1984 to 13% in 1987,2 smoking among young adult Japanese women increased by 27% from 1986 to 1991,3 and in South Korea rates among teenage males rose from 18% to 30% and among teenage females from 2% to 9% from 1988 to 1989.4

US based tobacco control advocate Dr Greg Connolly has noted that “when the multinational companies penetrate a new country, they not only sell US cigarettes but they transform the entire market. …They transform how tobacco is presented, how it’s advertised, how it’s promoted. And the result is the creation of new demand, especially among women and young people.”5 Similar claims were made by Ted Chen when appearing before the US Interagency Committee on Smoking and Health in 1988: “they [US cigarette companies] have tried to create an atmosphere of smoking for youth and women to associate smoking American cigarettes to American lifestyle or realizing American dreams.”6

It is this process of creating an “atmosphere of smoking” and transforming “how smoking is presented” in Asia which is the focus of this paper. The paper looks at the process of creating a “new demand” among Asia’s young men and women.

The concept of creating a tobacco culture is not new. The term has been widely used: for example, Amos who writes of “creating a global tobacco culture among women”.7 Philip Morris (PM) spoke of creating “a niche – a following – a cult – among Asian yuppies.”8

The introduction of Virginia Slims (VS) into Asian markets provides a particularly transparent case study of the industry’s attempt at constructing a female smoking culture where there was low demand for the product. When introduced into Hong Kong (HK) for example, only 1% of women smoked.9 Yet, despite a global industry policy of claiming that advertising only targeted brand switching among current smokers, PM’s local distributor anticipated the product would “create [a] market demand” to meet “the future growth of female smokers segment instead of suiting the market needs in (sic) present”.10

While others have documented examples of this process in an anecdotal fashion,11–13 this paper differs in that its primary source is the internal tobacco industry documents. The documents show that industry used a number of vehicles
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in constructing its culture of tobacco. These included music, entertainment, adventure, sport, glamour, and independence.

METHODS

The source material for this paper came from primary and secondary online tobacco document collections. In addition to the manufacturers’ websites, material came from Tobacco Documents Online (particularly the Guildford Miscellaneous collections). A total of 115 documents were retrieved. Further details of search procedures used and the limitations inherent in the use of documents of this nature are to be found in http://tobacco.health.usyd.edu.au/site/gateway/docs/pdf/Regional.pdf.

RESULTS

In constructing its culture of tobacco among young Asians the industry trialled pack design changes (HK’s Viceroy pack was changed to “appeal to younger smokers”) and line extensions (British American Tobacco (BAT) planned to “utilise line extensions ...to maximise growth among the young adult segment”). Its main efforts were however expended in promotions involving a range of youth culture vehicles.

Music

The companies placed high value on music throughout Asia. PM International noted that: “[T]oday’s young adults react more to music and images than print. Music is their language and source of ideas and trends. It gets their attention and has universal appeal which transcends cultural boundaries.” BAT’s various advertising agencies also placed considerable importance on music as a medium to appeal to the target group. Grey Pacific, for example, stated that music “reflects the culture, aspirations and lifestyle that is most popular at the time among mass public.” The agency also spoke of music’s “universal appeal and positive influence among target smokers.” BAT’s Myanmar agency saw music as providing a “unique ongoing platform to appeal to ASU30 [adult smokers under 30 years].” In a number of countries, the industry tapped into music’s appeal through sponsoring radio programmes.

These invariably included thematic commercials and often contests. In China Marlboro sponsored a bilingual programme, “Marlboro Music Hour”, to “project a contemporary image.” In HK, PM sponsored the “Top of the Charts” programme. PM saw this as a “bridging device” which was an “interesting way to cross the cultural barrier” and to associate Marlboro “with top US songs in an appealing format for local fans, thereby capturing a big audience and generating a positive image for the brand.” The Indonesian programme “Marlboro Country No 1 Sounds”, based on USA billboard country music charts, had an estimated eight million listeners.

In China PM decided to establish brand imagery for its Parliament brand through jazz, despite jazz being “still limited to a minority”. Pre-event publicity had to take an “educational approach” (that is, jazz workshops and the establishment of a jazz library) to generate an interest in jazz among the general public.

Entertainment

Discos and nightclubs

The involvement of the tobacco industry in North American and Australian bars and nightclubs has been documented. Activities undertaken by industry included venue sponsorship along with cigarette brand paraphernalia, advertisements, and entertainment events. The initiative was exported to Asian discos, karaoke, bars, and nightclubs. BAT, for example, utilised the nightclub scene in a number of Asian countries to promote its 555 brand. In 1994 BAT used the Nightman Disco in Beijing to provide “good media exposure ...for 555 brand.” In the inimitable language used by marketers, the 555 Club in Taiwan was seen as “a meaningful way of adding value to the 555 brand imagery, contemporizing the brand, and building a valuable relationship with end-users.” In Myanmar, in the late 1990s, BAT developed a “mutually beneficial partnership” with Club Pioneer, the capital’s “premier night club.” With BAT’s help, Club Pioneer became “the hottest centre for trend setting urban young adults in Yangon.” The aim of the partnership was to run events that were “superior to any similar events conducted by the competition” to make “both the Brand and Club Pioneer the ‘talk of the town’.”

As in Australia, nightclub promotions were used to target young women. In Taiwan PM conducted a series of fashion shows in discos. The objective was to “acquaint customers with the brand’s image [and]...to reach the target market, 18–35 year olds” as well as “to convey the VSL [Virginia Slims Lights] fashion image to target consumers under a fashion show set up.” The format was quite simple: at “the most crowded time of the night” professionals modelled clothing on the disco floor. Brand visibility was enhanced with venue decorations and the use of the VSL jingle throughout.

The ability of bar promotions to facilitate brand sampling and brand trial has been identified as being of key importance to the industry. PM Asia considered sampling an “important marketing device” as it got “the product into the consumers’ hands.” The company conducted sampling in a range of venues across a number of nations. Examples included the Taiwanese disco fashion shows where sampling teams mingled among the audience, in China where sampling was conducted year round at “class-A venues”, and throughout HK’s PMSL (Philip Morris Super Lights) campaign when sampling teams visited popular discos, karaoke, and bars. BAT utilised the idea in, for example, Myanmar where sampling was conducted weeks before special events at the Club Pioneer. Sampling was not haphazard—it concentrated on “youth high traffic Horeca [hotel, restaurant and cafe] outlets”. Giving out branded promotional items and incentives in nightclubs has been used to increase brand visibility. BAT used the idea in Yangon by giving 555 branded CDs as a “prestige door-gift” to those attending its Universe Dance Action Party and at the Cosmos Night where the gift was considered “a prestigious memento ...expensive, prestigious and relevant for ASU-30.”

Nightclub promotions have been used by industry to generate names for their databases. In Taiwan a primary objective of the 555 Club was to develop a database “well in advance of the pending ban” (emphasis in original). In Singapore just months before the introduction of legislation banning such events, disco promotions were conducted not only “to maintain a presence in popular nightlife spots of young adults” but to generate names for the company’s database which was used once legislation was introduced.

Target group meeting point (TGMP) promotions were an “unexpensive way of collecting targeted smoker names” for our database.“ TGMPs were “product, advertising or event related games conducted at night-life spots where the target group spends their leisure time”. The activities were also used to “involve consumers in brand activities in an engaging and fun way.” PM used the strategy in HK to increase pack recognition, reinforce advertising, test marketing concepts, and heighten awareness of sponsorships.
The intense competition for young adult smokers has, according to Katz and Lavack, “forced” tobacco companies to introduce new and more exciting promotions. As a result of this trend, promotions have become “increasingly creative and diverse,” such as BAT’s 555 promotions in Myanmar in the late 1990s. The 555 “staying cool when it’s hot” theme involved disco DJs announcing a series of “555 breaks” throughout the evening. The music was lowered, and dark blue and yellow icy cold towels, along with free drinks (blue alcoholic drink or yellow coloured lemonade), were distributed. Innovative ideas employed on other evenings included the use of robots to escort dancers to the dance podiums and the distribution of “genuine Dr Spook glue-on ears” to ASU-30 entrants, while waiters and promotion team members wore space helmets with blinking LED lights.

Theme nights have also been used throughout Asia as another form of nightclub promotion. In Taiwan, PM held theme parties at Christmas time designed “to create a ‘fun’ atmosphere with strong visibility and to promote the brand image and awareness among VSL’s target audience”. The parties, held in popular discos, were extravagant events and included magicians dressed as Santa Claus performing magic and distributing gifts, Polaroid photos taken of guests with Santa, entry gift packs, and lucky draw prizes. PM exported the idea to HK where popular discos were decorated with bunting, Christmas trees, and other supporting material including sampling and TGMP games.

**Movies**

PM Asia considered movie sponsorship to be “an effective way to reach more upscale Marlboro Lights smokers”. Movie sponsorship was undertaken by PM in HK, China, and Japan and by BAT in, for example, Myanmar where its “American Original Movie Series” featured classics such as the Indiana Jones and Terminator series.

**Adventure**

PM exported the Marlboro Adventure Team concept to Asia in the early 1990s. One of the concept’s key objectives was “to boost volume and share among YAMS [young adult male smokers].” The programme enabled contest winners from HK, Taiwan, and Malaysia to spend nine “action-filled days” in the American West. Scheduled activities included motor cross dirt biking, guided horseback riding, a scenic flight over the Grand Canyon, a night in Las Vegas, white water rafting, a two night cattle drive, and other “authentic Western activities”.

**Sport**

The industry had a deep appreciation of the role sport played in the lives of young Asian males. According to PM Asia “[S]port is by far the best avenue to attract, sample and influence our core target.” PM considered sport to be “THE socially acceptable head to head combat machine that makes ‘challenge’ the war cry. Sport will be the catalyst that will allow TMD [trademark diversification] to become acceptable.” The appeal was not limited to young men. Mackay and Amos note that, although it is mainly men’s sports that are sponsored in developing countries, these are also watched by millions of women.

Motorcycle racing was extremely popular throughout Asia where, in 1994, it was watched by a cumulative 209 million viewers. TLSS’ popularity is reflected in the sale of over 6000 replica bikes in Japan alone. Research showed TLSS to be “relevant and high profile among brand’s core target audience and consistent with and enhancing to the brand’s image”.

PM’s involvement with motorcycles featured large exhibitions such as the “Marlboro Superbike Show” held in Taiwan. The show included exhibits of Marlboro grand prix racing bikes, US classic bikes, and other high powered motorcycles and was, according to PM, “a big success, drawing large attendance and extensive publicity”.

**Sports**

Industry’s involvement in motorsports was not limited to motorcycles. It also had a long association with F-1 racing. Its objectives for entering F-1 sponsorship were spelt out clearly by BAT: “add excitement and dynamism to the brand position” and “enrich the brand’s sophisticated, quality, upscale image”.

**Sports**

PM had a long term association with F-1 racing through its association with the McLaren racing team. The company saw F-1 as “highly targeted, heroic and international” and, in its own words, “capitalized on Marlboro MacLaren’s unprecedented performance in F-1...as a way to reinforce Marlboro’s leadership image and to secure a strong young adult male association with a dynamic and exciting sport”.

BAT noted the success of this PM strategy: “the glamorous upmarket image [of F-1] complements Marlboro’s premium product positioning, while at the same time reaching a wide audience around the world”.

**Sports**

Not to be outdone, BAT launched its own F-1 racing team: British American Racing (BAR) in 1999. The decision has resulted in “internationalizing” BAT brands by providing...
extended television exposure, creating merchandising opportunities targeting young adults, and reaching key Asian markets through planned race sponsorship.32

Neither PM nor BAT limited their involvement in F-1 to those countries hosting races. In China, for example, where the “key target group” had, up until that point, “absolutely no exposure to F-1 racing”, PM introduced F-1 to “enhance our heroic and import image and to begin building interest”.2 (China’s first F-1 race was held in Shanghai on 26 September 2004). In other countries such as Indonesia and HK PM sought to “enhance young adult consumer involvement in the absence of a physical F-1 event”7 and “enable our young adult consumers to get hands on involvement with F-1”7 by staging exhibitions featuring the McLaren F-1 car, along with an assortment of rally cars, motorcycles, and biplanes, and dramatic video, simulator, and audiovisual presentations.7

Similarly, BAT promoted its F-1 involvement in countries that did not host F-1 races. In Indonesia, for example, BAT’s 1999 “Racing Exploitation” plan sought to “increase brand awareness” through an extensive PR and media campaign that included TV, print, and radio advertisements as well as Horeca promotions, racing parties, and direct marketing.24

The industry has a longstanding and dominant presence in motorsport with sponsorship of motor racing “one of the major promotional activities”37 used by the industry. Industry was very clear on its motive behind this strong support. In reference to BAT’s sponsorship of the Macau Grand Prix, Gordon Watson, general manager in HK, for example, stated:

“We’re not handing out money for nothing. We have gone into this very thoroughly and the entire JPS publicity is built around motor racing, seen as a fast, exciting, trendy sport for the young… That’s who we are aiming at in the local market….”63

Similar comments were made by BAT with reference to its sponsorship of the HK-Beijing rally: “the rally series provides the opportunity to generate increased ‘big’ brand awareness via TV coverage, building on the core values of internationalism, contemporaneity and popularity.”38

Soccer/football
Soccer is an extremely popular sport throughout Asia. In China it was considered “the most popular sport”.26 PM ensured that the sport became “Marlboro property” through sponsorship of two major events—the annual Marlboro Cup Tournament in Shanghai and the bi-ennial Marlboro Dynasty Cup.24 The Dynasty Cup was an eight year agreement with the Asian Football Confederation drawing teams from China, Japan, North and South Korea. The Cup’s draw card was the possibility of watching teams from both North and South Korea play—an opportunity potentially seen only at Olympic or World Cup competitions.7

PM also sought to link itself with World Cup football wherever possible. In the lead up to the 1990 World Cup, for example, PM secured the rights to produce a comprehensive “World Cup Guide Book” which it distributed to young adult leagues in South Korea and China. In the lead up to the 1994 World Cup PM sponsored a “Road-to-USA” TV series in China.26

BAT was not to be outdone. In Myanmar it sponsored telecasts of English Premier League games and linked its promotion of 555 with its Score-a-winner promotion.36 And as will be discussed, BAT also sponsored the 2002 World Cup in Malaysia.39

Tennis
Both PM and RJ Reynolds (RJR)70 had a strong association with tennis in Asia. In 1987 PM began sponsoring the HK Marlboro Tennis Championship. The event involved the world’s top 16 male tennis players competing for Asia’s largest prize money. The event became the “region’s most significant men’s tennis event”.7 Early rounds were played in Seoul, Manila, and Beijing as well as HK to maximise exposure; sampling and sales of branded merchandise were used to “complement” the game; and multiple year contracts were signed with top ranking players.

Chinese American player Michael Chang “enjoyed idol status” with many Asian teenage girls and PM considered his involvement to be a “coup”: “we have been successful in drawing an unusually targeted audience…in great part due to Michael Chang’s enormous popularity”.7 In a ploy reminiscent of the US$60 000 a year deal struck between tennis great Billie Jean King and PM USA, PM Asia paid Chang US$80 000 (tax free) in 1992 over and above his tournament appearance and any winnings.72

Whatever its form, industry was committed to using sport:

“For the future we will continue to promote sports events which make good business sense. They are important to our continued growth and prosperity and to the continued development of the communities in which we have business interests.”52

Glamour
The industry’s appeal to young women with themes highlighting sophistication and glamour are well documented.32 33 37 With particular reference to Asia, Ernster et al have noted that:

“These image advertisements hold particular appeal to young and impressionable women and girls who seek to emulate or acquire the attributes of the models in the advertisements. Not uncommonly, women’s brands in Asia feature Western models… Why we might ask, are foreigners used in these advertisements? What do they lend to the visual image and say about the product that a local model would not? To put it most simply, Westerners lend to the visual image and say about the product that a local model would not.”27

A BAT document entitled “Guidelines for photography” backs this assessment, instructing that “talent must not be Asian”32 and the majority of models “should look western”.24

In creating this tobacco culture among the young women of Asia industry was quite specific in its demographics, with one internal document referring to plans “to target the emerging young adult female smokers rather than the older female smokers”.7

During the early 1990s PM had active below the line (BTL) programmes in HK, Japan, South Korea, Guam, Singapore, and Taiwan. BTL programmes utilise non-traditional mediums to advertise and promote and include a range of promotional strategies excluding television, print, and poster advertising (see Carter40 for further discussion). The programmes sought to construct a sense of glamour through the promotion of beauty and fashion. Three industry documents34 37 reveal a host of activities associated with these programs. The documents are particularly insightful as they include photographs taken at various activities.

Beauty
PM introduced a beauty salon programme into Taiwan and Japan which provided an opportunity for “on target brand exposure to build up the VS image”.37 The programme was
developed “to strengthen the brand’s fashion image”. In many respects the beauty salon programme resembled the disco promotions discussed above. Many of the same brand stretching strategies were used: sampling; the generation of names for industry databases; distribution of branded promotion items (Polaroid photos were taken of “after” hairstyles and framed in branded holders) and brand visibility (VS logos on salon mirrors and ashtrays).

**Fashion**

A diverse range of VS promotions centred around fashion. In September 1989, for example, VS sponsored the Hong Kong Fashion Designers’ Association Show honouring the year’s top designers. In the opinion of PM the event “provided an opportunity to sponsor an important local event in the fashion field”. In the months following the show VS ran a series of “advertorials” in the country’s two popular fashion magazines. The objective of the initiative was to “strengthen VS association with fashion”—an achievable goal given that women’s magazines are one of the most popular media for targeting women. VS followed this by focusing on “the fashionable, international image” of the brand and provided participants with opportunities to win prizes.

Subsequent advertising bans in HK did not deter the industry. In an attempt to circumvent legislation PM ran a fashion competition in 1997 entitled “My Journey” with prizes including shopping sprees in Milan and New York.

Taiwan also promoted the fashion theme. Its fashion nights were designed to “reinforce the fashionable, trendy and fun image of VSL and also to create more innovative sampling opportunities”. The evening included themed decorations, sampling (dispensers on every table and distribution at the entrance by sampling teams even though, under Taiwanese legislation, sampling was restricted to one stick), and lucky draws.

PM also organised a “VS fashion shoot program” in Taiwan to “strengthen brand’s fashionable image and maximise media exposure under cigarette advertising restrictions”. Using high traffic locations the format simulated real fashion photo sessions. Brand exposure was achieved by on-the-spot visibility from ID on crew’s uniforms, vehicles, and props as well as editorial coverage in fashion magazines.

**Independence**

PM’s marketing ploy of aligning VS with the changing roles of women is well documented. For many women in the developed world the catchy “you’ve come a long way baby” epitomised the social and occupational progress they were making during the 1970s and 1980s. Importing the brand into Asia called for some modifications, however. PM Asia strove to “maintain the essence of what made it work in the US but provide for cultural or market environment differences”. Accordingly, Japanese advertisements were, for example, modified to take into account the “less-liberated state of Japanese women”.

PM employed a number of strategies around the independence theme. In HK, for example, a TGMP entitled “Are you an independent woman?” was devised. Based on a series of questions and scenarios participants compared their answers with supposed research findings on “independent” women. While the game may have engendered a sense of independence among participants it was nothing less than a chance to generate names for the company’s database.

**DISCUSSION**

The tobacco industry believed it needed to construct a culture in which, despite tradition and social history, smoking would become desirable or even normalised for young men and women. As it has always done, it set about creating this atmosphere by appropriating vehicles that included music, entertainment, sport, adventure, fashion, and the emancipation of women and proposing that smoking was an appropriate and integral part of these milieu.

These six vehicles were not chosen randomly, but following intensive research at both the national and regional levels. In depth studies were conducted in HK, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand.

Intrinsic to all six vehicles utilised by the industry was the promotion of the Western ideal of what is beautiful, fashionable, and “cool”. In his submission to the Interagency Committee on Smoking and Health, Office of the US Trade Representative, Chen identified one of the industry’s marketing strategy that sought “to create an atmosphere for teenagers to associate smoking American cigarettes with an American lifestyle, or realizing the American dream”. In linking American cigarettes with the American dream, the industry ipso facto devalues the indigenous Asian cultural identity and norms. This insidious form of social and cultural imperialism sees many young Asian men and women strive to adopt “the American dream” readily—seemingly unquestioningly. Whether they know it or not they do so at the risk of disregarding, even discarding, their own culture and heritage. Strengthening cultural identity is the first step to countering the use of Western images and models as enticements to tobacco use.

Gaining an understanding of the way the industry constructed a culture receptive to smoking provides insights into ways that same culture might be dismantled by tobacco control groups. In response to the success of the tobacco industry in creating an environment in which smoking is increasingly acceptable, tobacco control advocates, public health authorities, and politicians must strive to construct a social, economic, and political climate which actively discourages smoking and promotes non-smoking as the norm. This will require coordinated action at the international, national, regional, and community level.

Many of the activities identified now no longer occur as blatantly as a result of legislation introduced in nations such as Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, HK, and South Korea. However, the transnational nature of several of the strategies discussed requires a much broader approach be taken. As the industry’s global strategies such as product placement in entertainment and fashion and internet advertising transcend national boundaries, so tobacco control measures must increasingly depend upon global agreement and action, as well as strengthening national policies.

Worldwide cooperation in tobacco control is currently being fomented through the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). This international legal instrument is designed to curb the global spread of tobacco use through specific protocols covering, among other things, advertising and sponsorship. The potential of the FCTC to advance multilateral cooperation and effective action for tobacco control worldwide is enormous and there is widespread optimism surrounding its possibilities.

At the regional level, support for the FCTC has come from the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the region’s foremost economic group. In September 2002, the 2nd ASEAN inter-sessional meeting on the FCTC resolving that “the governments of ASEAN countries shall work collectively at the regional level as well as under the FCTC process to advance the objectives of tobacco control”.

Several major regional and international sporting bodies have acted in advance of the FCTC implementing agreements to curb tobacco advertising and sponsorship. The Olympic
Games, for example, went tobacco-free in 1988 and the Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) declared World Cup events to be tobacco-free following the 1986 World Cup in Mexico. The 2003 South East Asian (SEA) Games and the ASEAN Para Games held in Vietnam were tobacco-free and smoke-free and, on World No Tobacco Day earlier this year, host nation, the Philippines, announced the 2005 SEA Games would also be smoke-free.

These initiatives do not, unfortunately, stretch to the very influential sport of motor racing where the Federation Internationale de l’Automobile’s (FIA) World Motor Sports Council has a mixed track record. In 2000 the Federation resolved to ban tobacco advertising and sponsorship at the end of its 2006 season (conditional upon “entry into force” of the FCTC). Despite the FIA’s claim that the proposed ban demonstrated their commitment “to working constructively with public authorities on the issue of tobacco sponsorship”, the undertaking was short-lived. In December 2002, the FIA threatened to take the sport out of an increasingly regulated Europe. In June the following year it went one step further and announced the intended ban would be replaced with a recommendation that tobacco sponsorship should cease. In announcing the FIA decision the BBC pointed out that three of F-1’s top four teams—Ferrari, McLaren, and Renault—have tobacco sponsors that “pay a large chunk of their budgets”.97

In response, the tobacco industry announced an International Tobacco Products Marketing Standards (ITPMS) in September 2001. Supported by BAT, PM and Japan Tobacco International (JTI), the code, which came into effect at the end of 2002, is supposed to prevent sales activities specifically tailored to appeal to young people. Given industry’s track record of using self regulation as a means of circumventing legislation, industry’s move has been met with total cynicism by the tobacco control community. A WHO spokesman, for example, viewed the standards as “just another attempt by the industry to persuade governments that there’s no need for a strong framework convention”.99

Incidents such as occurred in Malaysia during the 2002 World Cup justify this cynicism. At that time BAT (a signatory of the ITPMS) flagrantly flouted FIFA’s tobacco-free policy and sponsored the Cup’s telecast in Malaysia (with cross border “intrusion” into parts of southern Thailand where tobacco advertising and sponsorship are illegal). A US$5 million advertising campaign backed the telecast. FIFA was accused of turning a “blind eye” to the deal which enabled it to ban tobacco related advertising and the sale of tobacco products in Cup stadiums but seemingly unable to control soccer related ads that were not directly linked to either FIFA or the World Cup. National governments, tobacco manufacturers, and local broadcasters are currently able to override the stated goals of FIFA. Introduction of the FCTC will ensure such incidents are not repeated in future World Cup events.

This paper has identified two key female aspirations exploited by the industry in promoting the construction of a tobacco culture among young women. Industry’s attempts to link smoking with images such as glamour, fashion and independence as well as affluence, sophistication, modernity, and success are well documented.1 11 17 30–62 103 as is the much broader issue of women and smoking. Women and smoking has been the topic of international conferences (for example, the 1999 WHO International Conference on Tobacco and Health), two US Surgeon General’s reports, and the impetus for the formation of international (International Network of Women Against Tobacco) and Asian based women’s anti-tobacco organisations (see Ernster et al and Bianco for examples).

What this paper adds

Industry’s attempts to make smoking desirable, even normalised, to Asia’s young men and women is well documented. This paper differs in that “it draws upon the industry’s internal documents rather than anecdotal material. The documents show that industry used six vehicles to construct a culture of tobacco: music, entertainment, sport, adventure, glamour, and independence. Understanding the way industry constructed this culture provide insights into the ways it might now be overturned. Tobacco control advocates, public health authorities, and legislators must strive to construct a social, economic, and political climate which actively discourages smoking and promotes non-smoking as the norm.

Given that selling tobacco products to women currently represents the “single largest product marketing opportunity in the world” for the industry, those seeking to erode the tobacco culture industry has specifically promoted among women will need all the assistance they can muster. The Asian based anti-tobacco organisations must be mobilised as strong advocates to prevent further increases in smoking among women and girls in their region and ensure the actions of the transnational tobacco companies are in keeping with their own standards as set out in the ITPMS. Regional and international mechanisms (such as the Kobe Declaration on Women and Tobacco and the Beijing Platform for Action) must be employed in strengthening national tobacco policies. The large body of research, particularly that pertaining to Asia, must be used to influence policymakers and legislators to introduce strong tobacco control measures and ratify the FCTC.

All national governments throughout Asia must support the FCTC. With particular reference to young women in countries undergoing fast urbanisation or industrialisation, measures must be taken to disassociate smoking from progress in achieving sex equity. While smoking rates have risen within this cohort, smoking prevalence is still relatively low—it must stay that way, and where increases have occurred any worrisome signs of increase in smoking among the group curtailed.
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